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91. Additional testing
In addition to article 00.02.08.21, a construction worker with a minimal 
weight of 120 kilo shall test at least 1 toilet bowl by applying to the bowl 
at least 1,25 kilo of faecal matter. Before the use of the toilet flush, the 
feacal matter shall be inspected by the Engineer regarding its 
composition, colour and odour. This inspection shall take place without 
any form of appliances or protective measures and shall take place at a 
maximum nasal distance of 150mm. The contractor shall make a photo 
report of this and shall be bound to present this report in the form of a 
Power Point presentation at the official opening of the building

Let’s regulate everything!



Variations  (a little background)

Dutch law provides for a basic mechanism for 
changes (7:755 Civil Code).The mechanism holds 
that:
if the Employer requires additions to or changes 

in the works that was contracted, then
the Contractor may only claim additional payment 

if and when he pointed out to the Employer that 
the required changes would cost more unless:
the owner should have understood anyway that 

the required changes would cost more.
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Variations  (a little background)

This mechanism applies until it is opted out of. 

So... 
What’s the point of seemingly endless and 
complicated contractual clauses aimed to more or 
less arrive at the same point?
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Variations: an example

 Example clauses were taken from a contract for 
a project under Dutch law, in The Netherlands;

Contract in English, Dutch law applies;

Variations alone require 3.5 pages of clauses

Contract was issued by the Employer
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Example clause

Instructions of the Owner (article 13.1b)

So basically: no variation form? No instruction. 
No agreement on the price? Execution nonetheless..
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Example clause

Variations generally (article 13.2 b and c)

So: 
• for extra payment and time you need a variation
• No variations given for work of which the Owner 

reckons it is in the contract already
• And it should all be in the variation form
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Example clause

Hang on?! An instruction could only be given 
through the relevant variation form? (13.1b)
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Example clause

Article 13.3 b

Ah.. So no point getting exited about nothing; if 
the contractor fails to notice the implied 
instruction all is lost..
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Example clause

Or is it now?

And here I was thinking that a variation should 
follow the instruction instead of the other way 
around? 
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Example clause (Wrap up)

• So basically a variation order is imperative for the 
Owner in case of extra time and costs result from 
circumstances for which the Owner is liable? 

• What does this do to the rather restricted clauses 
above? No instruction still not to worry?

• How much better is this extensive contractual 
arrangement than the basic system that the law 
already provides?

• Do drafters of such clauses actually consider how 
they will work out?

• And how much room does this leave to potential 
arbitrators?
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